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This time, I will try to show that in France’s history of heating there is knowledge that may
help us today with issues in energy consumption. As an architect, I am accustomed to paying
attention to home comfort and saving energy; my research on the history of heating
complemented these professional concerns, so I will present key phenomenon’s regarding the
past that I came across and collected1.
I will first show that often, innovations were done for other purposes than comfort. Secondly,
there was, in France, an ambiguous relationship to innovations. The French can be good
inventors, but the proliferation of their discoveries has been long and difficult. I wish to flesh
out the cultural and social aspects of the notion of comfort in France. Lastly, I will show that
the democratization of thermal comfort, beginning in the eighteenth century, was only
completed during the second part of the twentieth century. We may ask the question - will
energy saving take as long?
Innovation and Comfort
I have noticed that regularly, during different historical periods, innovations were primarily
crafted for production purposes and only thereafter considered for comfort purposes. I will
give a few examples of that phenomenon in various historical contexts. During the Roman
Empire, Caius Sergius Orata (140-91 B. C.) who is considered the inventor of hypocaustus
(an underground system of heating with smoke), was originally growing fish and oysters in
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pools which were heated from underneath the ground (around 80 B. C.)2. Afterwards, this
system was applied to heat public and private baths and subsequently used to heat private
spaces in important villas, more often in Northern territories (now in Germany, France,
Belgium). The architect Vitruvius described a hypocaustus in the Ten Books on Architecture3.
In medieval Europe, monasteries were places of architectural and technical innovation, but
chimneys in a monastery were rare and located in the warming room. Kitchen chimneys were
novel and developed in a very remarkable way in monasteries around Europe. At this time,
the purpose was to cook enough food for a large community of monks, nuns and the
numerous people working for them. One of the most interesting monastery chimneys in
France is located in the Fontevrault Abbey along the Loire valley (twelve century) and the
literature on the history of heating quotes other specimens located in different Europeans
countries4.
During the modern period, there was another productive field where new heating methods
were experienced long before it was applied in living spaces: this is the case of greenhouses.
From the early seventeenth century, there were several types of systems: indirect smoke
heating underneath vaults or in hollow walls. At the end of the eighteenth century and early
nineteenth century there was also steam heating or hot water heating systems to heat
greenhouses. John Claudius Loudon (1783-1843) quoted several examples of this in his study
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of hothouses5. The French Diderot and d’Alembert Encyclopedie proposed different heating
disposal systems in 1776.6 The conservation of exotics plants and the production of
vegetables or fruit came before domestic comfort. Sometimes, in winter, wine froze in glasses
inside the Versailles castle, heated by chimneys, while pineapples shrubs were properly
heated in the castle’s greenhouses…
At the end of the eighteenth century and the early nineteenth century, we had several
experiences in heating spaces using new means: steam and hot water pipes and stoves in
different European countries. In industrial Great Britain, in the late years of the nineteenth
century, steam heating systems appeared in cotton mills7. The purpose was certainly not the
convenience of workers but to ease the production. The threads were less weak with heat, and
breakage was rare.8 In France, during the same period, hot water central heating was firstly
developed by Jean-Simon Bonnemain (1743-1830)9. In 1777, this clever man built a system
for hatching eggs and rearing chickens artificially. The purpose was clearly to produce
chickens throughout the year, and that is what he did until the French revolution10. To build
this device, the inventor had to set up a heat regulator consisting of a bimetallic strip going
through the hearth of an iron stove. Latter, Bonnemain decided to apply his heat regulation
system for other purposes: heating systems for greenhouses and bathtubs, kitchen stove, an
apparatuses for melting suet, stills, laundering devices, a system to crystallise beetroot,
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another for retting hemp and other devices for different chemical uses.11 Domestic heating
applications were significantly delayed. The scientific community recognized the domestic
use of Bonnemain’s heating system after 1829, though there was only one case that could be
confirmed between 1791 and 1816, in a farm in Monceau (now inside Paris)12.
More recently, Gail Cooper, in her book Air-conditioning America, quoted one of the pioneers
Stuart Cramer who tried to reach, during the first decade of the twentieth century, the most
favourable conditions to manufacturing by introducing those systems in the American South
textile industry buildings13. Controlling the humidity of air helped ease the different processes
to make cotton or wool fabrics. A wider industrial development of air conditioning in
America started in production buildings before being applied to offices, theatres, and houses.
We could see through those different cases that comfort, and especially home comfort, never
came first. Now, however, this has become a more important issue in developed countries, but
is comfort really as important as it’s economic and industrial impact on our society?
French Attitude Toward Innovations
One of the other phenomenon’s I had the opportunity to notice was the difficult rapport that
innovations have had in France. The country has had good inventors, but the spread of their
discoveries has often been long and difficult. Thus, Denis Papin (1647-1714) began studying
steam engines in 1707 in France and he went in England to develop his inventions further.
Philippe Lebon (1767-1804) experimented with gas production first in France but his
networks developed quicker in England. The Marquis de Chabannes (1770-1835), one of the
French pioneers of central heating, started his development in England where he was a
refugee, but he never tried to introduce his heating innovations when he came back in
France14. Great Britain certainly had a more developed industry than in France; there were
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also the great economic difficulties due to political instability after the French revolution, as
well as the lack of liquidities available for investment that were partly responsible for the
situation. But, there was also a real caution, even fear, toward novelties. Another example
from the latter part of the nineteenth century was that some towns transferred train stations,
and steam power, out of their territories, even if it was not convenient. At present, those
choices are still noticeable in the rail network. In the same spirit, laws and regulations were
useful to reassure the population and are also a good sign of social anxiety. From 1810, a
series of regulations came out, applying to boilers and steam power, their set-up and their
location of space.15
The French Social and Cultural Reluctance towards Heating
From the thirteenth century, the traditional way of heating in France was the chimney leaned
against masonry walls, apart from Alsace where stoves were used as in the nearby Alemannic
area. Between the thirteenth century and the eighteenth century, the shapes of chimneys
change step by step. The size of the hearth was reduced, the shapes, positions and sizes of
smoke air ducts changed, but the general disposal and inefficiency stayed rather constant.
Some French soldiers and scientists travelling in other countries (North and East) discovered
stoves and their thermal efficiency. Reactions were interesting: they were impressed by the
heat, but found stoves unsightly and bulky. For the Marquis de Montalembert, French people
were so much accustomed to symmetry and the pleasure of balance in interior decoration, that
inserting such an incongruous object was unheard of!16 As those French travellers were not
used to heated spaces they found the atmosphere too hot, their clothes were also probably
inadequate. In 1758, King Louis XV asked for a ceramic stove in his sleeping room, which
was king Louis XIV’s bedroom, the architect in charge of the castle, Ange-Jacques Gabriel
(1698-1782) disapproved this change for heritage and aesthetics reasons17. Afterwards, the
king waited three years before having a second chimney, facing the other…
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From the end of the eighteenth century to 1830, only a few French pioneers developed
different types of central heating systems using hot air (with Désarnod), hot water (with
Bonnemain and le marquis de Chabannes) and steam (with the stock exchange building)18.
This experimental stage was followed by the development of those new systems mostly in
public buildings (prisons, hospitals, schools, theatres, courts). But during the entire nineteenth
century, the domestic use of central heating was generally delayed. Although most people,
even engineers and architects, praised the opened chimney, it was a less efficient way of
heating. The pleasant view of a fire and the efficient ventilation by the flue duct were usually
pointed out. In the context of a continuous lack of wood, the use of coal or coke also came out
in France and increased during the nineteenth century. Stoves and central heating allowed for
an alternative - coal, which is not the case when it comes to traditional chimneys. But, this
assessment did not stop the chimneys proselytes. In the house, even if stoves were also
recommended, heating producers suggested hiding them or using them only in private and
secondary rooms. Some procedures also suggested decorating them.
In spite of this cautious attitude, few architects involved themselves in the promotions of new
means of heating: François Cointeraux (1740-1830), Joseph-François Désarnod, Hamon (for
the first part of the nineteenth century) and Emile Trélat (1821-1907), Vallin, Vaudremer
(1829-1914), Augustin Rey (1864-1934) (for the second part of the nineteenth century).19
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sometimes terrible events gave modern heating bad press: in 1858, a hot water system burst in
the Saint-Sulpice church, killing two persons and seriously injuring five others.22
For centuries, France had a society ruled by nobility, and their values stayed longer than the
real monarchy. Aristocrats were supposed to control their bodies and they put social
representation first. They used many servants and were supposed to spend money to show
their distinction. So servants regularly burned wood in chimneys, as they wanted an
impressive fireplace, even if the room was impossible to heat. The composition of space and
the decor, using symmetry, had nothing to do with comfort but with aristocratic lifestyle. The
bourgeoisie was more interested in comfort and saving wood, but as the nobility was still
considered to represent upper class even after the French Revolution, aristocratic interiors and
lifestyle were remained positive references for a long. People were tempted to copy, at a
reduced scale, the big aristocratic chimney with the mirror and golden frames in their midsized lounges.
I put forward the hypothesis that as modern heating was coming from the productive area
(with boilers and steam) and was used firstly in hospitals and prisons since they were
considered as relegation spaces, the upper and middle classes may have been reluctant to use
the new heating system in their homes. The Church was also often regarded the use of (or the
recourse to) comfort as immoral attitude, even diabolic
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dangerous by the army: it weakened men, consuming their good nature24. During the
nineteenth century, the same kinds of view are shared by public boarding schools; pupils must
be resilient because the country needed soldiers25. In 1885, an American doctor E. E. Marcy
wrote:
When in Europe two years ago, I examined with considerable care, the house heating
apparatuses in England, France and Germany, and I am quite certain that there is nothing in
any one of these countries, which can be compared with your apparatus, in effectiveness and
22
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all other qualities. It would be a philanthropic and probably profitable enterprise to introduce
your excellent Steam Heaters in these countries.26
The pragmatic and democratic America, submitted to a rigorous climate, reacted in a more
efficient way.
On the other hand, French utopians socialists of the nineteenth century, were in favour of
well-being for everybody and they planed new comfortable and heated buildings connected
by heated arcades: Charles Fourier (1772-1837), Victor Considérant (1808-1893), Jean
Reynaud (1806-1910)27.
Some wealthy owners chose a compromised solution, between comfort and traditions, in their
houses. For example, in the residence and studio of the sculptor Victor Vilain, in Paris in
1868, air ducts, from a hot air stove located in the basement burning coal, heated the entire
house. But, at the same time the lounge and the sleeping rooms kept their chimneys28.
False Novelties
The other particulars that I have noticed through the centuries were false novelties. Often,
products are sold as inventions and novelties, but they are very far from new. The more
noticeable example is the case of the “new system” of air circulation behind a metallic double
back in the hearth, which can be found in fireplaces today, are dated back to 1624 and cited
by Louis Savot in l’Architecture Françoise (1579-1640).29 A lot of models of chimney and
stoves used this disposal system during the eighteenth and nineteenth century. So reusing the
double back in recent chimney is really not a novelty. In the same way, heat pumps and solar
energy are frequently represented as very recent, but both systems were already described in
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professional magazines like, Œuvres et maîtres d‘œuvres, in 1947.30 Of course, developing a
principle is easier than creating an industrial product and distributing it, but we must be
watchful towards what is supposed to be innovative.
Democratization of Thermal Comfort in France
Facing all those persistent tendencies during the past centuries, there is a real evolution in the
growth of democratisation of thermal comfort. During the eighteenth century, people wanted
more comfort in general, less smoke coming out of the chimneys, and they also tried to save
on fuel coming from wood or coal. In order to fulfil these demands, the German model stove
was often enhanced - the hearth of the chimney was improved through different methods,
smaller fire-places and radiant angles were the contribution of Nicolas Gauger (1680-1730)
and other modifications were seen in Benjamin Franklin’s (1710-1790) chimney-stoves or
open stoves31. Before the eighteenth century, townhouses had only a few chimneys, some
times just one. After this period, there was almost one chimney or stove for each room, and
this significantly increased the consumption of fuel. At the same time, the master of the house
was not the only one to access warmth; the servants began to be interested as well. Iron
stoves, considered unsightly were often located in the hall, the foyer, and the workshop,
whereas, earthenware stoves were sometimes installed in dining room. As I said previously,
central heating went through an experimental stage during the first part of the nineteenth
century, when different firms competed with different devices. With the creation of new
engineers schools and the writing and editing of huge heating and ventilation treatises, the
field became more scientific. The different heat carrying flues: air, hot water or steam were
used, with the special development, in France, of the hot water system named
“thermosiphon”. In particular, hot air heated theatres, and steam was requested for very large
buildings like hospitals or large prisons. Around 1880, knowledge was more settled, and the
heating firms proposed systems fitting to the program. Standardized radiators, whose patents
came from the USA, have replaced the different kinds of old heat exchangers, as standardized
furnaces become also more common. After 1880, gas and electric networks developed in
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France. But even if only a few new appliances dedicated to heating were available, the high
cost of both networks slowed the use for heating significantly, until 1930. Then small
radiators appeared for small space or as an additional heating technique. Heating systems
burning oil became the modern way of heating even if oil refineries were rather rare in
France. We found this energy in several modern buildings in towns or in the countryside,
with better energy efficiency and a reduced workforce.
Despite a better technical set up of heating systems during the nineteenth century, the
diffusion of domestic applications was not democratic. In 1934, the French Bureau Veritas,
published a small book giving advice on heating blocks of rented apartments.32 They
classified the flats as: A - luxurious, B – high, modern convenience, C - intermediate, D - low
rent. The temperatures recommended for the bedroom, lounge area, dining room were:
A 20° C, B 18° C, C 16° C respectively; for the bathroom: A 20° C, C/D 18° C; for the
kitchen: A/B/C 15° C; for the bedroom, kitchen and shared room D 15° C. This book showed
a picture of the social and economic standards of thermal comfort that was acceptable
between the two World Wars.
In 1946, Jean Fourastié, a specialist in the history of consumption, wrote: ‘..apart from the
nicest district of Paris and Lyon, central heating and hot water producing systems were
extremely rare.’33 National statistics do not disprove the previous comment. Surprisingly,
rates were not available on heating means until 1954, even if it was already possible to know
the numbers of toilets inside lodgings, or apartments with running water. In 1954, the average
lodging with central heating reached 10%.34 But this rate was distributed very differently in
France. In the country, the average reached 3%, small towns 12% and Paris and its suburbs
had 26%. In this last area, averages were also diverse between districts, the third
arrondissement (an old and central district) only had 12%, and in the sixteenth arrondissement
(a recent, peripheral and wealthy district) the average rose to 60%. The rich suburbs of the
West of Paris had 50 %of lodgings with central heating. Ten years after World War II, central
heating was still rare in France and a sign of a special wealth.
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In 1968, 28%of lodgings that had central heating were still occupied primarily by socially and
financially privileged persons (25-49 years old, with families)35. In 1988, the average price for
central heating reached 57.4% and in urban zones it rose to 62% and 88.8%. From this year,
there was far more statistical information available and the different means of heating were
detailed: centralized or not, individual or collective; as well as the type of fuels: domestic oil,
butane gas (cylinders or tanks), coal, wool or energy networks, gas, electricity, and district
heating (steam or hot water). This reinforcement of interest must be in relation with the first
oil crisis in 1973, and the different efforts of regulation and insulation that was undertaken at
that time. In 1993, the national average reached 79.8% with 70 to 90.1% in urban zones.36 In
1997, the national average rose to 88.55%. 37 A more recent study provided a national average
of 90.56%.38 The way information was collected left out individual electric heating, so the
averages available are not totally accurate, from my point of view.39
The nationalisation of energy in France after the World War II had really positive effects on
the democratisation of the growth of thermal comfort. But after the crisis of 1973 when the
State chose nuclear power; public networks slowed down alternative energy from district
heating to environmental approaches. We must recognise that a real democratisation of
thermal comfort in lodgings in France took significant time, not only due to technical reasons
but also for cultural and economic ones. I think that there is no clear awareness of this
phenomenon, especially among younger generations. For them, warmth at home is as natural
as running water, electric light and computer games.
In Conclusion
With the various phenomenon’s, it is difficult to find a unique conclusion. But, we could start
to be vigilant with false innovations and be aware of our own cautiousness toward novelties.
We ought to be attentive to social reluctances towards innovations and try to change them if
35
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necessary. I hope that pointing out those different observations on the history of heating might
help to recognise the actual situation with eyes wide-open. I hope that these comments can
help to reduce the time needed to reach a good energy saving level, and to understand why we
have done so little during the two last decades.

